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Abstract: Density based topology optimization for fluid flows is commonly modeled using a porous media approach i.e. either as a mixed Darcy-Stokes model or a Brinkman model. The solid material phase (wall) is modeled by considering a porous media with vanishing permeability penalizing the fluid velocity efficiently. The pressure is traditionally not represented equally well leading to problems with defining proper pressure loads on interfaces and leakage over thin solid structures[1]. Furthermore, the leakage is proportional to the permeability leading to ill-conditioning of the governing equation system. The optimization problem is also affected by the vanishing permeability which increase the non-linearity of response due to design changes. This paper presents an alternative to the porosity models in terms of representing the solid phase by imposing boundary conditions for all edges of the solid inclusion. The no-slip Dirichlet condition is imposed weakly using Nitsche’s method[2] to model the solid phase and boundary. The influence of the stabilization parameter and design interpolation is investigated and the flow and pressure representation near the boundary is compared towards classical density based and boundary fitted methods. A benchmark using classical flow topology optimization problems posed in the literature is setup and the strength and weaknesses are studied in detail.
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